
NIZUC Life + Local Excursions



NIZUC Life

NIZUC Resort & Spa is a world to discover unto itself. Each day offers 
new opportunities to enjoy our rich surroundings. From fitness classes 
and water sports to cultural and culinary experiences, our NIZUC Life 
program offers activities seven days a week right on property. Day or 

night, indoors or out, something wonderful awaits.



Adult Pool

Immerse yourself in total relaxation at the  

tranquil adult pool.

Main Pool

Spend the day sipping and splashing near the  

Pool Bar while taking in the sights and sounds of  

the Mexican Caribbean from the infinity pool.



Paddle Boarding

There are truly no better conditions for paddle boarding 

and kayaking than at NIZUC. With water as smooth as 

glass, it’s the perfect locale for all levels and ages

Snorkeling & Zayak

Dive into the crystal-clear blue waters surrounding 

NIZUC Beach. With Zayak you can get up close and 

personal with the striking tropical fish that live here.



Cigar Rolling

Relax and enjoy your perfect cigar, hand-rolled just  

for you at Havana Lounge Live Cuban Music.

Fitness & Dance Classes

Jump start each day at the Movement Studio  

at NIZUC Spa by ESPA or with seaside yoga.



Winik’s Kids Club

Treat the little ones with endless fun and games 

during the day at our kids club.

Live Cuban Music

Let the rhythm and soul of our live band enliven  

your evening.



Peter Burwash International 
Tennis Program

Meet our PBI Instructor for individual instruction, 

match play, and more. 

Paddle Yoga

Appreciate the serenity of the sea with morning  

paddle yoga right on the ocean.



NIZUC Spa by ESPA

Resting in a sacred Mayan landscape, NIZUC Spa by 

ESPA is the perfect place to reconnect with yourself 

and nature. See our Spa Menu for more information. 

Culinary Journeys 

Led by an international team of master chefs, NIZUC 

offers an oasis of culinary delights to take guests on a 

journey through some of the world’s most enticing cuisines.



Local Excursions

Discover the wonders of the Mayan Culture and the Mexican Caribbean that  
surround NIZUC Resort & Spa on one of our signature local excursions.



Chichen Itzá

Discover the archaeological zone of Chichén Itzá, home to the Kukulkán Pyramid, one of the Seven Wonders  

of the Modern World. The Observatory and the Ball Game among other vestiges of great interest. Dive into the 

Tuscan cenote and explore through the Colonial city of Valladolid.



Swim with Dolphins

Enjoy and live with the dolphins through an exciting experience where you will be able to see firsthand  

the intelligence and amazing abilities of these expert mammals you will definitely enjoy it.



Snorkeling Adventure

This adventure consists of two guided visits. The first will take you to a shallow reef; your first contact with an 

amazing marine ecosystem the second to a deeper reef with a totally different habitat and an endless number 

of fish species will be the hosts of this wonderful underwater adventure. 



Fishing Tour

Enjoy a day of fishing in one of our Shared and / or Private options. This is one of the most exciting  

experiences that you can enjoy. Depending on the season these are some of the species you will find:  

sailfish, white marlin, blue marlin, golden tuna. barracuda and other species.  



Diving

Explore a natural reef while diving at the Cancun Underwater Museum, an impressive gallery with hundreds  

of coral-covered statues ten meters below sea. On the second dive you will witness the impressive colors of  

a natural coral reef that also houses turtles and a variety of marine species.



Snorkel at Isla Mujeres

Prepare to enjoy an exciting visit to Isla Mujeres sailing in a sailboat, admire the stunning views of the  

turquoise waters. Thousands of fish of various colors, live coral reef, turtles in their natural habitat.



Rio Secreto

Enjoy a magical journey through the glass museum that is Rio Secreto, where the history of our planet  

is written in the geological formations; floating on its fresh water will change your life. Experience this  

impressive underground river with thousands of dramatic stalactites and stalagmites.



Zipline Tour

Fly over the treetops on the impressive 10-zipline circuit, challenge the famous human  

roller coaster Tarzania, hike over suspension bridges, and increase your adrenaline with  

different extreme activities that will increase your adrenaline.



Discover the Secrets of Lagoon Nichupte

Discover the beauty and secrets of the Nichupte Lagoon on a wave runner tour.  

Departures from the pier of your hotel. The tour lasts one hour during which you will get  

to know the flora and fauna of the place.



Land Services

Our option of land services are on a private basis with bilingual drivers offering different options:  

Ariport-Hotel-Airport Transfers. Transfers to Marinas, Restaurants, Night Centers and Services per hour  

so you can explore Cancun, the Riviera Maya and the archaeological zones in the region.


